FRASCARI SYMPOSIUM II

storytelling in architecture
March 28-29, 2014
“Let me justify... my reason for introducing gods and why I have taken advantage
of poetic license while writing a story in prose. I noticed that the ancient writers
used to philosophize this way: by the names of gods they wished their readers to
understand those mental qualities which compel us towards one or another course
of action. For this purpose they used Pluto, Venus, Mars and blind Cupid, and on the
other side Pallas, Jove, Hercules, and gods like that. The former group represents
the attractions and defects of desires and pleasures, arousal and frenzy, while
the latter represents the strength of mind and power of deliberation by which our
rational souls are steeped in virtue or checked by reason....”
Leon Battista Alberti in Momus

The second Frascari Symposium will be hosted at the
Washington-Alexandria Center of Virginia Tech on March 28-29,
2014 on the topic of Confabulations: storytelling in architecture.
Storytelling, perhaps the most ancient form of world-making, has been a
fundamental nutrient for architects’ imagination for centuries.
Making architecture through the telling of stories augments the emotional,
physical and cultural realities that coexist between the inner life of the architect
and the outer architecture for life.
ConfAbulations are rooted in the convivial act of conversation. The voices
between drawings and building, reality and fiction, architect and client, work as
dynamic agents between the world and the architect’s imagination.
Composed thRough fables that, beyond their veracity, give place to thoughts,
emotions and fantasies, confabulations are constructs that liberate and stimulate
architects’ thinking. In its original Greek meaning, a fable is an exhalation spoken
by the gods, an act of fate. The word ‘fable’ also meant a portion of land allocated
to citizens in a town. Fateful and factual, confabulations are stories fabricated
to fill and enrich, through details, gaps that appear in the architectural process.
Neurologically, a confabulation is a spontaneous creation, fabricated by the brain,
to complete a thought that cannot be verified as either true or false. Flanking the
edges of reality and fiction, confabulations open up new associations to the role
of storytelling in architecture.
Crossing over the fields of semiotics, Culinary practices, magic, and
neuroscience, Marco Frascari, a golden storyteller, taught and constructed
through fabulous fables copious architectural paths.
Skeptical of recipes and conventional instructions, he edified narratives through
drawn and written demonstrations. Storytelling, cunningly exercised throughout
his life, allows unexpected arrivals to the most wonderful plots. Lover of Janus,
the two-headed god, he simultaneously moved forward while looking backwards,
gathering fragments from all points in time to prepare exquisite concoctiOns for
architectural banquets. In a Platonic tradition, this symposium honors Marco
Frascari while opening up a place to critically discuss new and imaginative
architectural confabulations.
The symposium will host confabulations by
FEDERICA GOFFI
DAVID LEATHERBARROW
ALBERTO PÉREZ-GÓMEZ
and other storytellers.
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